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in the nerve substance is a sign of life, but if this sensi¬
bility becomes greater than a certain degree fixed by
the fist of natnre, it is a sign of disease. Trembling of
mnscles, irritability of emotion, a tendency to run into
eccentricity, all with slight provocation, are signs of
enfeebled and deranged nerves.

No one in the world—

not the general commanding a battle, not the watch¬
maker, not the surgeon dealing with life and death, not
the painter—should have a steadier nerve than the per¬
forming pianist.

Yonr body ia as much your instru¬

ment as is the piano before yon and under your fingers.
Yon must take care of it like one in training for ath¬
letics, and the laws of pure air, cleansing water, good,
moderate, well cooked

food,

properly taken, gentle,

regular, well applied exercise, abundant sleep, and total
freedom from the corrosions of vice are as necessary to
the musician as to any man in the world. The alcohol

nating with the General Concerts, at which a short pro¬
languish in the unobserved corner, who will see to it
that the kitchen stove is peerless in point of polish,
whose beds present an uncrinkled aspect of downy cov¬
erings and clean counterpane, and whose windows aTe
bright and not streaky.

As it is the average mother’s

ambition to train her daughters into good housewives,
she teaches them almost from birth to be observant of
trifles and to be painstaking in their care.
It stands to reason, then, that when a woman feels
called upon to devote herself to mnsic teaching, this
habit of Umsicht, as the Germans say,—this seeking
for small imperfections with a view to their better¬

gram is given, papers are read with discussions, and
refreshments served ;

Artists’ Recitals.

Among the

specially notable programs of the past season we note
these: On “ Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony,” with illus¬
trations, by Mrs. Theodore Thomas ; on “ British SoDg
Composers,” by Mr. Wm. Armstrong ; on “ Wandering
Ballads,” by Mr. H. E Krehbiel; a recital by Henri
Marteau, the violinist, and

Mr. Walter Damrosch's

lectures on “Tristan and Isolde” and “ Parsifal.”

She will see instinc¬

One of the women teachers of Nice, France, believes

tively all the tiny pitfalls into which the young student

that she has found a way to dispense with sharps and

is bonnd to stumble, and will be patient in assisting the

flats in musical notation, by using seven lines for the

She will be kind in manner

diatonic succession, the intervening spaces beiDg used

Is a dread enemy of the executive, the didactic, and the

and gentle in explanation, and not too lofty to dilate a

for the other notes which make np the chromatic scale.

creative musician. As to coffee, the opinions of physi¬
cians differ. One vlrtuoeo, Eugen d’AIbert, is against

number of times on questions that prove difficult of
comprehension to her young charge.

Thus C, D, E, F, etc., will each be represented on a line,

it and even against meat. So stanch a vegetarian and
total ahntainer ia be that when a gorgeous banquet was

Women, by virtue of their early education in self-

viper, •• the Serpent of the still,” as Hawthorne calls it,

once given to him at the St Nicholas, in Cincinnati, by
forty two of the mnsicians of the city, he touched
neither wine, nor coffee, nor meat.

novice into safe channels.

It is, perhaps, not too much to say that it is doubtful
if the system will find favor. All music is printed in
the accepted notation, and a radical change is not lihelvStill, our present system is the result of a very gradual

boyhood to achieve one decisive aim-all side issues are

growth, and we have no right to assume that Yankee

lo

tnvml to him.

ingenuity and German plodding earnestness may no*

in
fc®

This makes him a noble creature, bnt a

work a change for the better, and toward a desirable
simplicity.

Presidi
try to get letters from the prominent women ai

We repeat again what we have said before, that t
Association is worthy the financial support of a merab

such as Melba, Nordica, Mme. Eames, Fanny B]

ship fee from every teacher in the United States a

which clubs might do, and on the special fields v

the penonsl support of attendance from every one’w
can poetihlj go to Cincinnati at that time.

women should take up?

~
- tciiuw-masi
roundabout way of bragging on yourself.

f
o
1

senou. consideration. The average man is striving from

tWYlr tnoohftr

Hon, to be held in Cincinnati, O., in June.

lim
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h
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n

temper in teaching ; and the point that is more impor¬

We would call attention to the notice in regard to I
next meeting of the Mnsic Teachers’ National Assoc
Gantvoort and his corps of officers are hard at work a
report that the prospect is thoronghly encouraging. ’

12
th
m
wi

C-sharp or D-flat, D-sharp or E-flat, coming on the
spaces.

control, are very rarely given to exhibitions of violent
tant still is that no subject seems to them too small for

lo
no
th
th

The Club has an active membership of 231, with a
total of 484.

ment,—will manifest itself in her life-work, and will
prove a great advantage to her.

to
or

held Zeisler, giving 80me of their ideas on the
The experiences of

women most of whom attained their present high

There are

thirty and forty members in the club.

between

A glance at the

—

de
*%

programs shows, however, that, as in church wort,
women are doing the largest share of the work.
It may be that in some of the smaller towns the
women who have the interests of mnsic have hesitat
to attempt the organization of a club for fear that a 1#^

with the most va'nable suggestions for the young
ambitious students who are members of clubs thn

reason why a musical club should be restricted to W0I1,‘,

No matter how talented one ma

an
ex
ta

Lebanon, Mo., has an active club which does not

restrict membership to women.

Hon only by dint of hard, persistent, and unstinte
votion to the art they bad chosen, should be re

out the country.

T

enough membership could not be secured.
alone in such a case.

There is

Better a club composed of

women and men than none at all.
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real passion and profound truth.
dnring the past month.

She was at one time a popular

operatic and concert singer.
States io 181)3.

She visited the United

other institutions of music, public opinion was divided.

How such a find must

shock some of his enthusiastic votaries !

The concern is understood to be heavily indebted.
A traveler in Russia reports attending a service in

Professor H. W. Parker, of Yale University,

a celebrated monastery in which the pure Gregorian

An English firm of piano-makers has pnt on the
market a grand piano with the bent side on the left of

raised qnite a storm in church and choir circles by his

chant has been preserved.

recent strong condemnation of the new Episcopal hym¬

keynote was given to the singers, who then sang for

the instrument, sons to suit rooms which are not adapted
to the usual shape.

nal.

eleven minutes without the organ.

It has been discovered that the original home of Bee¬
thoven's ancestors was Mecheln, and that Antwerp and
the vicinity are full of Beethoven’s, jnst as Germany has
many Schillers and Wagners.
Mascagni has beeti made Director of the Rossini
Conservatory at I’esaro, Italy. The great composer left
DkiO.iNHi to the city, his birthplace, and the conservatorj wan erected an a memorial.

“ The ancient tunes are dry, but they keep well,”

he said. “ The modern tnnes are not dry, but they fail
to keep.”
J
Some musical artists are rich in names.

According

Maurice Grau, the opera impressario, made a com¬

name is Stengel, and in Italy she is known by the name
of Bosio.

about double the seating capacity of Covent Garden, in

The Boston Commission on Municipal Music has ob-

, be given at an admission price of ten and fifteen
cents
Coon songs ” will be barred. These concerts
will be given on Sunday evenings.

A New York paper says that Josef Hofmann receives
hut about one per cent, of the money he cams his
fatner retaining the remainder. He must he as little
of a business man as he is great as a pianist.
When Mascagni's “Cavalleria Rnsticana” was first

To sing false ia

held to be a sin, and must be atoned for by penance.

parison of the cost of grand opera between New York

tations for the programs of Emil Saner.
ceedingly valuable to students.

K.issmi and Meyerbeer.
He translated “Der Freisebnu ” from German into FVench.

having varied from the original pitch.

name is Kochanski. She was bom in 1858. Later, she
took her mother’s name, Sembrich.
Her husband’s

ta.ned the use ol certain of the city school-houses

F.MILIEN Pacini, who died a short time ago in Paris
at the age of eighty-seven, Was an intimate friend of

At the end of that

time the organ again took up the chant, the singers not

to one of our exchanges, Marcella Sembrich’s family

Mr. Henry E. Kbehbikl, the well-known critic
and writer, has prepared exhaustive analyses and anno¬
They are ex¬

During the processional the

Con-

certs of chamber music, both instrumental and vocal

and London.

While the Metropolitan Opera House has

London, the cost of production in the latter city is only
about one-half what it is in New York.

The chief

singers receive for their work one-half what they get in
the United States, while the pay of the others varies
from forty to sixty per cent. less.
Paderewski is reported to have said : “I am notes
young as once I was, and I see clearly that, no matter
how assiduously I practice, my fingers will soon not 1*

An interesting note comes from England.

According
to the original agreement between Mendelssohn and

the older one grows, the more stiff one’s joints become,

S'ccnl r6 “ PabHsher’ the COmP°8er wa« to have

and I have thought it advisable to cease playing in

“

public while my reputation is still at its height, instead

w°t[e7iC°Py °f B°°k 1 0f the now familiar
Song* Without Words.” Forty-eight copies were sold
m the first ten months, 114 in fonr years.

The Concorde Concert Control, 185 Wardour Street
Ixmdon, England, announces that a company is to be

entirely so supple as they were at one time.

Of course,

of waiting until the public and the critics find cause to
remind me that I have lost somewhat of my skill am.
deftness.”
The fact that efforts are being made in a number0

cities to organize symphony orchestras suggests the idf'

fa

p™™ “,b*

w*.

„irk

e-fa—o «„ „o

L“,a

‘ Werner’s Magazine” for February contains an
interesting interview with Mr. H W
.
the Vocal Department of The Etude, one of'a seriw of
articles on the Itadlng vom, ^Vnsw
ItAfHMASinoee, the Russian composer, i, to give

ijyj” ^
lhe operas wU1 be produced in
- glish. Composers of every nationality are invited to

that more young men and—shall we say it ?

addTwf
Z™'
W1p Pianoforte 8core> *0 the above
aauress, tor
examination.

instruments. A piano teacher who can also play
net, oboe, Ante, bassoon, or horn can add very materia .

ih.T,°p.!f "do"

^

of . N«w York p,„„,

. h“ b°"«ht
“ “•*“ I* JLJTS
It is booed tw m
,

young

women should devote time to the study of orcliestr*

to his income, and this would he much more the case
a demand arises for competent orchestral players. p

to the Russian border.

not right that we shonld be obliged to import plaje

»d oot doot lit, mo, reool, i„ p iy,„.al' hmttit TT

for all onr orchestras, hut such will be the case sole11?

crippled

-ho

£ tb““ $ h '

as our young musicians will not learn to pl#y ^
instruments.

The name of Mr. Apthorp is familiar to all onr
readers from his work as a critic and writer on musical
subjects. In 1802 he accepted the editorship of the
analytical programs for the concerts of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, then nnder the directorship of
Mr. Arthur Nikisch. All the readers of these programhooks will recall the department to which the name
Entr acte ” had been given.

In this department the

editor was allowed free course to inclnde anything that
he considered wonld be of musical interest to the
audience, whether relevant to the particular concert at
hand or net. The contents of the two volnmes men¬
tioned above are made np of selections from these
“ Entr’acte*,” covering a period of five years, np to 1897.
The first volume is called “ Ahout Mnsic.” The best

latory letter may be sent directly to Dr. Mason, Steinway

swered, “ Bnt my version is that of the composer, for A

Hall, New York, or the autograph to E. M. Bowman,

took lessons of her, and A told B, and I heard B play
it.”

chairman of the committee, who will see that it is added
to the address.

No further subscriptions are needed.

This little conversation set me to thinking.

Could

The ceremonies of presentation were informal, but
very pretty and successful.
The pupils and a few

of two distinct ideas, or had the mental condition of

friends, to the number of seventy-five, gathered at four

the performer at different times so tinged the mnsic

o’clock, on Tnesday, January 24th, in the art-room at

as to produce two distinct results?

Steinway Hall, and the committee, by subterfuge, got
the guest down from his studio, where he had been giv¬
ing his usual lessons.

When he entered the room he

it be possible that the same piece was the embodiment

Following the

suggestion still further, How much of the meaning
of a musical composition depends on the point of view—
the condition of mental receptivity of the listener ?

this particular case the title seemed to me to allow of

seen for years, among them the very first pupil to whom
he had given lessons in New York.

only one idea, hut I found that my conception of the

guest to the seat of honor between busts of Beethoven

“one idea ” differed widely from that of Mr. A and Mr.
B, and so on through the catalogue.
Who, then, is to be the final authority?

a

o

la

c

th

m

im

in
P

In

found himself surrounded by many whom he had not

The first greetings over, Mr. Bowman escorted the

tu

Not the

p

t

way to give some idea of the character of the book is to
quote headings. Here are some : Form, Impressionism,

aud Liszt, on high pedestals, his ideal and his master,

composer, certainly, unless each one can get the “artist’s

and, indeed, the suggestion of his musical pedigree, for

Music and the Eye, Some Points in Modern Orchestra¬
tion, Medicinal Music, The Non-musician's Enjoyment

proof” of interpretation, for my little experience proved

Beethoven taught Czerny, Czerny taught Liszt, and

that an interpretation, even thrice removed, had grown

Liszt taught Mason.

of Mnsic, Musical Slips.

The second volnme is called

victors’ wreaths of lanrel, and a similar and very beauti¬

c

“ Abont Musicians.” In this volume are a number of
interesting anecdotes of musical celebrities. “About

and changed as mnch as the proverbial “Black Crow
Story.”

ful wreath was suspended directly over Dr. Mason’s
head. In front of him a miniature mountain, symbol¬

No two people look at a picture or read a hook

s
s

The busts were decorated with

Art in General ” contains some very useful thoughts on

izing the struggle of life, had been fashioned, and this

the subject of the canons of art and on culture. It is a
book for the library of the mnsician who seeks a wide
variety in the contents of a single work.

was covered with lanrel and smilax and studded with

THE MUSIC DRAMAS OF RICHARD WAGNER AI
HIS FESTIVAL THEATER IN BAYREUTH
Albirt Laviosac.

Dodd, Mbad & Co.

$2.50.

roses.

On the summit, in a bed of laurel, stood the

loving-cup, and in it a superb hunch of red carnations
the Doctor’s favorite flower and color.
Mr. Bowman made the presentation on behalf of the
pupils, and amoDg other things lie said : “ ‘ Where thou

The author is a member of the faculty of the Cons
vatoire at Paris, and in the preface says that his aim 1

(to Dr M ) goest we will go, where thou lodgest we

been to prepare a book for those Frenchmen who ha

expression of the love and gratitude of his pupils and
the evident sincerity which had prompted the gift and

not made the pilgrimage to Bayrenth. to indicate t
frame of mind in which the trip

should be nndertnk.

with suggestions as to preliminary studies; in all
program jnst as useful for American music lovers.
’
The first chapter, “ Life in Bayreuth, "explains the ci
and the conditions which maintain during the festh
pwiod ; then follows a short biographical sketch
nagner, wtth an account of the construction of t

will lodge.

Dr. Mason was deeply touched by this

ie good wishes which went with it.

He controlled his

emotions with difficulty and made a most gracious and
expressive response.

Then, at the enthusiastic request

Present, he went to a piano at the other end of the
beautiful art room and played his “Silver Spring ”
and

Spring Dawn ” with the same touch and iucom-

pa able expression which have always characterized his
performances. Mr. Chas. F. Trethar, the senior mem¬

n

l

n

with the same emotions ; and what is true of art and
literature holds good in mnsic.

No two people can give

I

the same interpretation to a musical composition, unless
one of them has his imitative faculty unusually well
developed.

o

And yet the picture, the book, the mnsic

^

itself, does not change.
The performer has the title to indicate to him the
character of his work ; he has also the little musical

a

sign-posts, put in by the composer to guide him along
his path ; but beyond that, the interpretation must be

t

the result of individuality.

r

The notes alone, the mnsic

uninterpreted, are only musical anatomy and physiol¬
ogy ; the rendering belongs to musical psychology.

3

Interpretation is not a simple thing ; it is a composite
photograph of the original thought and the ideas of the
performer, retouched by the mentality and spirituality

*

of the listener and player at the time of playing.

^

If the subject-matter is worthy, he respectful in yonr
treatment of it.

Avoid parrot-like imitation, but let

intelligence and thought moderate your individuality-

i

vocabulary ; that is, he must possess a knowledge of the
sound and nature of Die raw material, such ns intervals,
chorda, and rhythms employed in rnnsic. He should lie
able to recall mentally the sound of these when their
signs are presenter! in musical notation, and also to
asrociate the correct sign when the sound is heard.

conquered in that condition before they are combined
downward, our exercises may now be more free in their

with other forms of difficulty, otherwise failure is inevi¬

progression.

table.
I will now pass to a brief consideration of a method of

between these two notes, may proceed in any direction,

training for the discriminating of notes in combinations,

and may extend onr exercises to the length of four equal
notes.

and of short progressions of these.

nary literature j and this power of reading rnnsic, which,
above every other power, characterizes the mnsician, is
dependent entirely npon the cultivation of the memory
in connection with the materials—that is, the sounds nnd
rhythms—employed in rnnsic. I do not say the aujru of
thii-e materials, hot the sound of the material associated
with the signs.
Let ns begin at the beginning.

What is meant by a

knowledge of the “Elements of Music”?

Is this a'

knowledge of descriptions, definitions, notations! signs
and pictures? No! The real “Element* of Music”
are represented by differences of pitch, differences of
relative lengths, and difference* of grouping by means of
varied accentuation ; and a knowledge of these elements
means the ability to recognize and todistinguish thesediflerenees of pitch, of length, of grouping by their sound

At this point I would introduce and bring into em¬
ployment the bass clef.

In doing this we may proceed

on exactly similar lines as we did with the treble,
transposing everything an octave lower, hut of course
the time taken in covering the ground would be con¬
siderably less, as the difficulty of discriminating the
various intervals has been largely overcome.
The ground which we have now traversed would cover
several lessons, and although I should not introduce at
first exercises presenting a combination of difficulties in
differences of pitch, rhythm, and relative lengths yet
these elements might most advantageously be iutrodneed separately, simnltaneonsly witli the exercises in
pitch. Explanations and exercises indifferent rhythms
or grouping by means of periodic accentuation, would
come first.

The regular reiteration of the same note

with a strong periodic accent, grouping them in twos

ami then to assoctate them with their correct names and

threes, or fours, would show the division of music into

signs.

m mil P«rt>ons.

AU the signs employed have a musical meaning

The introduction of the bar-line to

musical meaning in educational parlance is the “Thing” •

mark the boundaries of these divisions, and to indicate
he place of the strong accent, would then follow as a

its name and notatioual representation “Signs” for the'

na nra! necessity.

a meaning in sound which appeals to the ear.

This

The Thing

"Thin,; “
existed first of all, and the associa¬
tion of it with a descriptive name anil musical sign was
a Uter operation-a result of the desire to refer to and
speak about the Thing
But toimagine that a knowledge

This would introduce the distin-

fime
E„C^r8Cteri8tiC80f dUple’ *riple’ EBd
tike tZ r
T™** iD Criminating these might
e the form of melodies of equal notes grouped in

of these namrwand signs, without the ability to associate

fferent ways, the pnpil to state the form of grouping
after hearing then, played. When he can do this lie

them

ter

with

their corresponding Thing in sound is

knowledge of music, L, as shsnrd a* believing that a
knowledge of the terms “red ” and “blue ” witLm
abDity
distinguish the different colors,
a

to

U £££

of color ; or of round and square, without the ability to

W^n’w

!'re"‘ *b,,>*"* “ * kD0"'^ of

fL

W hen we come to consider the knowledge „f harmony

h Sa,1<5 *° understand

“PU

real meaning of the

-"'"I"'

«

The other element we have to consider, and to train
the ear in discriminating, is relative length. In all our
previous exercises the notes have been of equal leDX

.»! .... .... o„h,

.J, » ~ £

. before starting dictation exercises the pupil knew^be

s

p

lower C, and, provided we limit onr range to the octave

This Is Die key to reading rnnsic, jnst as the power to
recall the meaning of words is the key to reading ordi¬

We may begin with either the npper or

t

k

t

After a pnpil has

t

undergone a melodic training in intervals, combinations

t

in two parts ought not to present serious difficulties;

c

but as some pupils do find them somewhat of a stum¬

s

bling-block, it is worth while renewing the method in
which they may most advantageously be presented to
him.
First should come the perfect fourth and perfect fifth,
carefully contrasted, as pupils often confuse the sound
of these two intervals.

Then the major and minor third,

then the major and minor sixth.

This completes the

list of concordant intervals, as the octave will hardly re¬
quire special attention.

•

h

a

p

t

a

p

These should first he studied

with C as the lower note.

Then they should be played

at various pitches, and the knowledge of the sound of

o
c

them tested in these three different ways : (1) The pupil
should describe the interval without giving any alpha¬
betic names ; (2) given the lower note, he shonld name

®

the upper; and (3) given the upper note, he should
name the lower.
From the concordant intervals we pass to the dis¬
cordant ones.

The most helpful, aud I believe the

most satisfactory, manner of presenting these to the
pupil is always to associate them with some form oi
resolution, at least in the first instance. Not only will
this method bring before him the natural and correct

s

progression of the notes, but it will introduce him to

a
t

that fundamental law of harmony which states that*
discord requires resolution.

With this end in view the

t

dimiuished fifth should be followed by a third, while the
same interval, with the notation changed so as to make
it an augmented fourth, should he followed by a sixth
The fact that these intervals and their resolutions are

t
b

inversions of one another shonld be drawn to the pupd s
notice.

*

When presenting the interval of the minor seventh,

a

the upper uote may be shown to fall a second.

The

i

t

how extremely comprehensive and productive it is.
All the forms and scales given thereare to be carried out
in all the keys, and yon will find material in them suffi¬

least six months that the pnpil begins to have the com¬

is braced and takes a touch like all other fingers and is

plete staff, and to read music in the ordinary way.

relaxed at the end of the performance ; the same in the

cient to occupy the scale practice of the student so long
as she live*.

the manner of the “ tonic sol fa, ” until the elementary

with the keys, and, when the arm springs up, of course

musical perceptions have been formed, and the pnpil

the thnmb goes with it, having first delivered the stroke,

The arpeggio system of Dr. Mason is wholly pecnlia

Other teachers give a certain amount of training after

begins to comprehend enough to do for herself.

In my

“ up-arm ’’ touch.

The point of the thumb is in contact

which, in this case, comes from the triceps muscle in

tohim. His changes upon the diminished chordarever;
novel and interesting also ; they are practiced by pnpil

“Twenty Lessons to a Beginner ” I have used about ten
lessons before introducing tbe staff.

thnmb is struck upon the key by moving upon its own

with great interest and nre of tbe utmost possible advan
tage to the fingers. Many teachers are now preparing

One lesson a week is too little for a child of. seven

joint at the wrist, the same as in the first case described,

years.

bonks containing arpeggios with directions for accentin)
them. Dr. Mason was tbe originator of this treatment
and he has carried it ont in a much more thorough anr
workmanlike way than any one else can, because thi
copyright on the Mnson work prevents the othere frorr
doing some things they wonld like to do. I say to yon,
as I have said to many others, it is a discouraging cir
cnmstanre that American teachers have not had the
sense to appreciate these principles of Dr. Mason, which
have been >«f»re the public so many years, and which
have been indorsed by the greatest possible authorities
if any authority is needed beyond the common sense oi
tbe teacher. Latterly I am pleased to know that the
Masoo system is making extraordinary progress, and
that it bids fair to enjoy a very honorable place in Ameri¬
can practice for generations to come.
The minor scales are played in several different ways.
Mr. Carl Faelten, the distinguished teacher in Boston
tenches the minor wales in seven or eight different ways
as he explained in Ths Etudr for September, W

the upper arm.

In

the “finger-elastic” touch the

It would be ranch better for her to have at least

and at the same time the other joints of the thnmb are

two, and, if possible, four, until she has learned to

flexed in the same way as the thumb folds around the

analyze and to practice intelligently ; but, to answer

hand on to the fingers.

yonr question jnst as it stands, I shonld say that the

taught at Stuttgart, the thumb is not moved at all, bnt

child of seven, taking lessons ten months, one lesson a

the hand springs up.

week, wonld jnst about complete Book I of the “Stan¬

arm” and “ up-arm,” hut I do not make use of the

dard Graded Course” ; with two lessons a week this
wonld he completed in six months.

In the “staccato” touch, as

I make use of the terms “ down-

terms “down hand ” and “ up-hand.”

I consider them

inconvenient and of no practical use.

There are cases

I do not advise giving too many different things to
practice in the early stages. If the pupil has the rudi¬

from the keys, and this might he called an “ np-hand

ments of tone production,

that is to say, the two finger

touch, but the force of the tone in this instance is either

exercises, with a certain amount of chord practice,-this

the finger-points or else the triceps muscle, or both ; and

I wonld have for one part of their work ; then I would

the term “up-hand” in this case directs the attention

give them scales or arpeggios to the amount of fifteen

to the wrong part of the apparatus.
In passage playing the thumb moves up and down on

or twenty minutes a day practice.

The remainder of

the rime might be occupied with work in the “Standard
Graded Course ” and a part of a piece.

As a rule a

child is not able to practice more than about an hour a
day or an hour and a half at most; and if yon divide it
up too much yon will accomplish very little in any one

in which a staccato is played by tbe hand springing away

the joint near the wrist, moving in the vertical plane of
the key.

In scale and arpeggio playing the thumb

passes under the hand sufficiently far to touch the kef
it is over.

In the “elastic” touch the thumb flexes in

all its joints.

There is also a very fast action ol the

thumb, which is the same as tbe one first mentioned,

for ordinary practice -t seems to me the forms in Mason’s
hook are, perhaps, sufficient.

only the motion is smaller and lighter, and can therefore

If the pupil you mention has completed the third
grade well, go on with tbe fourth, and learn the best of

trill with the thnmb and second finger.

thejelect'ons contained in the ‘'Third- and Fourth-

made this clear.

my

First and Second Books of Phrasiniz ” in

3

he made more rapidly.

10°iDdefinite-

I hope I ba'e

If y0U wi]1 *<*te about

of !hl r
, 1 ”0t reCOB,raeod «he Edition of any
ol the Czerny studies, because the best of then,

motion
fT ’•
^ y°" “0re deflnite inf«2, ?
/! 1D8,anCe’ if 1 ?a-V that I h»ve an advanced
“nd. 68're
narue six Pieces that such a pnpil
g
o be able to play any time when called npon of

already in these books and the time can be berier ocr”
pied as already indicated
Ifherte i • ■ •
eroccn3 umaiea. irher technic is insufficient

likeThie 7 Mp
Perhap9’ mention something
mce thm. Bach Prelude and Fngue in C-sharp major

^ "2 w”nt m™

You get it, for instance, in Bio

Beethoven, some good sonata, such as “The Appassion-

—The question of musical mnemonics is au interest
ing one.

Rubinstein once said that his memory ne'er

failed him until he passed his fiftieth year.

Musicis®

noted afterward that when lapses occurred he wonld i®
provise without hesitation.

Young players, however,

wonld do well to memorize, and not attempt to >®
provise.

sorfaee of my tide of thought and lent warm, vivid
colors to my expression. I felt as if inspired. Lanra
passed and saw it all. I can not forget the black, appar¬
ently scowling look she cast on ns as she went by.

of them violated the rules of composition as laid down

teach.

by my great master Einfaltspinsel. Not even Bechmesser “ marked ” down more than I. The book will cer¬

money in the musical education of my daughter unless

tainly establish my reputation as a keen critic and a
trenchant writer.

A input ISIA.—1 had a Ires mauvaii yuart tl Inure with

Lanra this morning.

I can not bear to recall her exhibi¬

tion of jealous rage and the nasty things she said to me.
1 tried to assure her that X was doing missionary work
for the cause of art. “Art!” she rudely interrupted,
“ Art ' why the girl is all art ; and if you were not so
blindest with conceit, yon could see she was only amusing
herself with yon.” Women can be so very personal
when they are angry. “Amnsing herself?” X don't
know ranch about women in social relations, but if that
girl's eyes did not express n great deal more then I am
— hot no!
forbids.

I dare not dwell on the subject

Honor

Ani/utt 171k.—A truce has been arranged, but the fire

trying to make sport of ino. Some girls think every
man is randy to become a victim to their wiles.

I feel that this will bring a ready return for the invest¬
ment.”

October 30th.— I have sent my manuscript to the “ Mu¬

I indignantly responded, “Is not the cultivation ot

sical Globe,” whose brilliant editor will know how to

your daughter’s heart and mind and character of vastly

welcome a kindred spirit. What a master of caustic
wit and biting invective he is !

more importance to you than the amassing of money?”

November hi.—After two days of suspense I received
a package from the “Globe.” Instead of a check, it
was m.y mauuscript, with one word, in blue pencil, on

“ To be snre,” he replied.
“Then educate her.

Give her what is due to her

talent, and you will never be sorry.

Put her in the way

of earning an honest livelihood, and she will be a happier

I can bear no more. Every avenue is
For me no life of a virtuoso, with its rich

woman at thirty than half the society butterflies who

emolument aud dazzling success; no wreath of laurel

brains to impress themselves upon any one with whom

on my brow for immortal work in composition ; no rec¬

they come in contact.”
“But,” said he, “the teaching'profession does not

it.
Lot !
closed to me.

ognition for my power as a clear, logical thinker, of

only smolders. It may break out again. I must avoid
that girl, and yet I can not help wondering if she was

A father came to me and said, “ I do n’t like to invest

great imagination and rich, poetic fancy. Mnst I teach ?
Mast I ?

have too much money to spend wisely and too little

stand high in my city.

I am not sure that I wish my

daughter to teach.”
“The time is ripe,” I responded, “when every one

thirty days, every one of which seemed a mouth,
orable fate draws nearer.

I must teach.

No more

shall realize that teaching is a noble calling, and that »
concert performer, too, is a benefactor, a physician, a

Auyutl 18th — Musical women may be. very good assist¬

I indulge my dreams of stupendous technical pow

helper of the needy.”

ants in some forms of work, but in these days they are

passionate expression, a union of Liszt and Beethi

growing very independent, and want to stand on an
equality in all mattersof judgment. I .aura refused to

No!

The father mused a moment and replied : “I w'^
leave it all to you. My daughter’s happiness is of great

accept my dictnm on a point in connection with the
rendering of n song, and told me to stick to the piano,
that she knew more nhout singing than I. she did not

Cruel, grinding necessity knows no law.

<41)ece,nber 34th. A letter from home. Father t
Come home, my boy. We want you, we need
Yon are all we have.

Your mother is ea.ing ou

heart fretting about you away from her.

We can n

seem impressed by the fact that I had written a cantata

with yon many years more.

for soprano solo, chorus, ami orchestra, entitled “To the
Oeninsof Song,” . work full of highly original vocal

I can not reiuse to obey this touching plea ; but a
can not humble my pride. Again a struggle.

.-..-woe wees ot tears and recrimtn
We are on the verge of separation. Yet I mnst i
complete break. My contract calls for work ant
tember 1st.
Any* Mtf-The breach is irreparable.

for Boston to morrow, I for New York.

lanra
Another

of communion with a kindred spirit i„ shattered
was hut common clay after all, w,tll
tlle

December SOth.-l shall go.

Your place is with

consequence.

If you think that she will not be happy

unless she becomes a good violiniste, I am willing to bear
the expense and to send her to some large music centM
by and by.

Of course, if I

had a boy,

I

would not

want

him to be a violinist, for he would undoubtedly wish to
belong to an orchestra or a concert company, and sud
men are spendthrifts, and uneducated, aside from musical
knowledge.”

My vision is clearin

The time was too short to argue that orchestra men

begm to realize how blinded I have been by my

could be respectable, business like, educated, and refined

dreams.

Perhaps I shall receive my whole sight a

December 31st.
suddenly.
i 8nail go.

Father writes :

“Mr. Small

Yon mnst come and take his place ”

J^ / Mj-.-How happy father and
!
fee' " if 1 ^ » foretaste of heaven
happiness there is in obeying a call of duty !

but I spoke of the success which I felt snre would come
to this gentleman’s daughter, and I tlianked_him f°r
his confidence in me.
“I leave it all with yon,” he said, on parting.

j

wished that they all would—and thus ended one
those many studio talks when parents call to inquire '
"going to pay ” to educate their daughters to pW
the despised and plebeian violin !

education of deserving young students of music.
Many recent beqnests and endowments to the educa¬

a parent’s care at an early age.

tional institutions in Chicago place that city apparently
in the very front rank, on account of the pnhlic spirit of

and thrown npon the world to earn his own living is not
so fnlly equipped to enter npon the battle of life as one

enlightened

philanthropy of her

wealthy citizens.

way in the world are children who have been bereft of
One left in this manner

who has had that care during the years when the mind

Through such generosity the university students and the
students in the art musenm can get the best of instruc¬

and other faculties can be improved and developed to
the best advantage.

tion at a nominal price, besides, in many cases, being

Many of the people of America have the magnetic
power of attracting money in large quantities, building

provided with the means of earning their own living
meanwhile.
Constantly I am in receipt of letters from young peo¬
ple who wish to study music and to fit themselves to
become teachers.

In many instances they are not able

to pay the expenses of the tuition of first-class mnsic
teachers, and to provide for the other necessary disburse¬
ments as well, bnt are invariably asking if I can get
them something to do to earn a living, and to help defray

up for themselves colossal fortunes. We find our wealthy

devoted to essays and discussions of mnsical topics.
Great interest is being shown by Cincinnati musicians
in this meeting, and the officers intend to make it the
greatest success in the history of the Association.

Cin¬

cinnatians generally are responding liberally by con¬
tributions to help to make this meeting a financial and
an artistic success.
List of Officers of the Music Teachebs’ Na¬

people forming trusts and making many large and excel¬

tional Association fob 1899.

lent investments ; bnt what investment in material re¬

President, Arnold J. Gantvoort, College of Mnsic, Cin¬

sources can exceed an investment in the development of
brain and character?
It is a great misfortune to the community, as well as to
the resident musician, that so much of the musical pat¬

cinnati.

Vice-President, Carl

Street, Morristown, N. J.
Walnut Hills

G. Schmidt,

81 South

Secretary, Philip Werthner,

Music School, Cincinnati.

Treasurer,

Fred. A. Fowler, 850 Chapel Street, New Haven, Conn.

ronage of onr people is diverted to sending mnsic stu¬

Program Committee.—Frank Van der Stucken, Col¬

the cost. From an acquaintance with very maDy such
students I am prepared to affirm that in a majority of

dents abroad instead of making provision for them to

lege of Music, Cincinnati ; Bush W. Foley, Methodist

pnrsne their study in their own country in a qniet,

instances they are the very one* whoonght to be assisted
in obtaining s few years of quiet, undisturbed study in

undisturbed way, not having to think of expense, for

Book Concern Building, Cincinnati ; William E. Mulli¬
gan, 487 Fifth Avenue, New York ; Henry Froelich,

the same length of time that would be required of them
at the art centers of Europe.

Auditorium Mnsic School, Cincinnati.
Executive Committee.—E. W. Glover, Methodist Book

It is much to be deplored that the wealthy people of
America patronize foreign visiting talent in such undue

Concern Building, Cincinnati; Walter Henry Hall, StJames’ Church, Madison Avenue and Seventy-tbird

proportion to that of home talent.

the art. These people show talent, intelligence, and
character, and it is my belief that they have a right, a
claim npon the community for a good mnsical educa¬
tion quite as ranch as the students in other branches,
who are more favored by these recent magnificent be¬
qnests.
It is a conceded fact that it is the dnty of the parents
to provide for their children during the time they are
growing np ; It seems to me that it is equally the dnty
for an enlightened rommnnity to provide for the educa¬
tion of its young.

While, however, so ranch has been

done to make Chicago a great center of education and
art culture, there has been vastly little done in the
department of music.

I look npon the education of

yonog people as an important investment, and, there¬
fore, I very mnch wish that those who possess ranch
wealth, not only in Chicago, bnt in other cities as well,
who feel that they wish to bestow some of it for the
benefit of their fellow-beings, wonld provide a fund for
cases snrh as have been mentioned above, this fund to
be used if the recipient is fonnd deserving and capable
and to be paid hack without interest, or else at a low

We have in our

Street, New York ; Lonis Ehrgott, Fourteenth Street,

midst many excellent artists, both vocal and instrumen¬

Cincinnati; Miss Bertha Banr, Conservatory of Music,

tal, who for many years have devoted their time and

Cincinnati.

talent to the upbuilding of mnsical art in this country ;
why shonld they be so overlooked while artists who

Program of Compositions by American Composers.

have no national claim upon onr sympathies and support
receive large amounts of money (which rightfully belong

Symphony, “ Tristram ”.Templeton Strong
Divertimento.C. M. Loeffle

to onr own conntry) that they, the foreign artists, may
take abroad and spend in another land that which the

.«•»<*•***

brain and muscle of this land has spent many years in

Symphonic Prologue, “William Radcliff”
, „
F, Van der Stncken

amassing?

Piano Concerto.Henry Holden
Aria, “ Montezuma ”..Frederic Grant Gless®
Indian Suite.Edward Macl»w
Prelude, “Oedipus”.J- K- P®'
’Cello Concerto.Victor Her!*"
Elegy.A- Gon>°
“Dreaming”.H. W.
Sdherzo.Johann Iw0
“Hiawatha’s Wooing ”.....Arthur ro°,
Vorspiel, “Kenilworth”.Bruno Oscar he
Overture, “ Star Spangled Banner ”.Hugo Ka

It seems inconsistent and prejudiced.

Often is heard the statement, “ We have no distinctive
school of American music.” This would not be the
case if onr millionaires wonld apportion some of their
superabundant wealth to the founding of some institu¬
tion where the talent of onr native artists could be
directed in the teaching of the young and as yet unde¬
veloped mnsical mind in distinctive lines, forming a
purely national college, not a one-sided, narrow-minded

2684.3
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Then as the

pnpil's nature, temperament, and mosicianiy ability.
Allowance must be made, of course, for the natural
nervousness during the first lesson.

1. I generally begin with scales as a test of ability.
If the scales are not good, there has probably been no

the degree of advancement of the applicant, and a few

In examining vocal pnpils an entirely different course

attention paid to octaves, and it is hardly worth while
to try them.

mate.

is necewary. The ear alone is judge. To find the nor¬
mal voice is the qnest. Since the teacher can not im¬

2. It has always been one of my principles never in

technical tests at the keyboard will confirm the esti¬
2. In my professional life I hope that first and fore¬
most I am a lady.

I have never yet found a case where

prove the real voice of a pupil, bnt only train it, as the

any way to reflect upon the work done by a former

it was necessary to make any comments whatever upon

eye is trained to marksmanship, be must hear, under all
affectations, imperfections, and abuses, just what the

instructor in the presence of either the parent or pnpil,

the character or work of the previous teacher.

even if I think there is just cause for so doing ; I deem

rule, however, when I can do so truthfully, to speak

it much wiser to show the pupils the careless habits
into which they have fallen, and to make the faults ap¬
pear to be entirely the result of their own doings.

favorably and considerately of tbe work already done.

natural voice of a pupil is and determine how it can be
brought ont.
A superficial examination is rarely, if ever, successful.
One case in mind is that of a pupil who came to arrange
for lessons, and gave me an accoont of his musical past
that enabled me to form n rough estimate of his experi¬
ence. A,t bia first lesson I found that, thongh using the
conventional musical terminology, he had entirely differ¬
ent ideas from those that the same words aroused in ray
mind.
2. Good manners and common business policy prohibit
a teacher from maligning the work of others. Sometimes
a quack appears who is dangerous to both pnpils and

3. I rarely continue with any instruction-book or set
of exercises given by a former teacher, not for the reason
that I think them necessarily inferior to my choice, bnt

change of course nppeals to the interest and revives
enthusiasm. There may be much that a former teacher
has done that is very good. This will keep, and may
be retained to after a rest..

With vocal pnpils the teacher is obliged to return to
foundational exercises, such as Dam pert i’s “vowel
tones,” or, still better, Albert Bach's “ Legato Studies.”
4. This depends absolutely upon how the pnpil has
been taught. There are special exercises, bnt each is
peculiar to the faults of the individual. Oiten the fer-

I do not know that I have any

muscles so that he shall have a vehicle of expression,

means of discouragement, but, instead, take them back
if possible, unawares.

and developing his mind so that he shall have some¬

method, but it is only a few months, at the most, before
good results may be seen in a change of touch in arm,

thing to express.
5. I do not know.

Ten years ago I was not teaching-

FROM ROBERT D. BRAIN5-

1. I think a thorough examination of each new PnP'*
is necessary in order that the new teacher may intel i

much better prepared than in former years ; there

gently map out a course of study. I first *sk the pup1
how long he has been studying, who have been *■*

t<> he a great many poorly prepared teachers coin
rounds, and it is not unfair to say that they are i

compositions he has studied.

cheating the public. The fault lies chiefly with
parents who seek cheap teaching.

teachers, wbat technical work he has done, and w a
Next I ask him to p ay

the scales for me, and also other purely technical wor
Then I ask for an 6tude, from memory, if Posm ’e
This done, I ask for a solo piece, if the pnpil >s
enough advanced to have studied solo work, so as

How far to go back is a matter to be decided only after
an examination of the pupil in question. Sometimes an
entire reversal of principles is imperative.

knowledge to supply it.

easier grade, I do not inform them of it, as it is only a

3. No matter wbat the work of a former teacher has
been, it is wise to start fresh with new teaching mate¬
rial, if for no other reason than the fact that a complete

I give a pupil precisely what he needs at the

“method” beyond giving him mental control of his

never start by telling them I am going to teach a new

figuratively, filled with these charlatans in their very
death throes.

4. No.

If it seems necessary for pupils to be put back into an

denounce him during a lesson.

New York city is,

It all depends upon the quality of the previous

work.
time, so far as I have ability to estimate that need and

reputable teachers, but even then it is not well to
It is far wiser to let

portant.

I never

Life is too short and the work is too im¬

because it appears to me wiser that the pnpil should
begin with an entirely new environment.

4. As I use the “ Mason Exercises,” of course I begin
with these, and they are new to most pupils as yet. I

him come to his own destruction.

3. It depends entirely upon circumstances.
waste time.

It is my

D I test their musicianship and technical

meat by hearing them play something which th
have in practice, and also examine in scale and s
playing, different touches, and in double interv;
addition, I determine their knowledge of chord
by the way they take chords in various phrases
Mav chi f‘ PUPl19 ^ not ‘he slightest not,on
play chords consistently with their character.

get an idea of his musical feeling and temperament. ^
2. If the pnpil shows evidences of having been
by an intelligent, competent, conscientious teacher ^
has honestly done his best by the pupil, I observe ^
golden rule—do as you would be done by an( ‘ j* ^
approvingly of the work of my predecessor.
^
teachers make it a point to find everything wrong w

^

a new pupil comes to them, on the theory that they ^ ^
magnify and glorify themselves in the eyes ol the p P

wail ss the teacher. What Is the use of paying a teacher
for aimply telling a pupil things he alrendy knows?
The result of this is that it makes the pupil selfcritical, makes him careful to practice correctly, and
careful to allow no mistakes to creep in, the result be¬
ing a rapid and thorough advancement.

Neither pnpil

nor teacher can afford to lose sight of the fact that
when the pnpil is playing accurately he is always play¬
ing exactly alike, and this soon leads to the formation of
habit, and habit is the foundation of playing.

ally to see which can play them best, which in the

legato marks.

with the softest neutral quality between accents, etc.

basis of all playing, and that, unless some other tonch

Too few piano teachers analyze the finger, hand, wrist,
elbow, shoulder, and foot movements used in playing.
Not only are certain movements to be made, hut they
are to be done in the best way.

Mason’s “System of

there is much that is not yet fully explained so that it

band position.

If the pupil will play with loose hand,

It is an axiom of music that legato is the

is especially called for, the legato must be used.

Technic” teaches all of this better than any other, yet

Teachers and pupils put a great amount of energy
into an endeavor to get a good and “the approved ”

The thing that is the most overdone is the matter of

highest grade of speed, greatest clearness, best accents

can lie easily taught.

When playing, it is well espe¬

cially to note by what means one is doingeertain effects ;

In

spite of this, we find in perhaps a majority of editiors
long and very slightly curved lines, and even straight
ones, running parallel to the staff, that greatly confuse
the pupil.
Short phrase lines are well enough if properly placed;
but often a number of short ones are made to take the
place of a long one, and then the pupil is more con¬
founded than ever.

A better way would he to indicate

the shortening of the final note by a staccato dot, and

the resulting knowledge will place in the teacher’s hands
the best manner of teaching these effects to pupils. But

omit the phrase line.

“ Mason Technic," the hand position will take care of
itself. After all, when we all know that artists con¬

one of the best ways of learning is to observe closely the

the greatest of exactness.
There is such a thing as editing a work to death-

stantly break every rule of hand position, what is the

do many things that are not generally taught, yet are as

use of making the pupil’s life one of misery to him over

teachable as the more common movements in technic.

this subject?

When you have found out a technical truth contrast

wrist, and arm. and with the elastic touches of the

If ho can province good results with a

straight finger, let biro doso.

methods of artists as regards technic.

The best artists

The Chevalier Antoine de

your experiences with what you see and hear other

Kontaki has always played with straight fingers, and it
ia the natural position of short fingered hands, espe¬

players do. To be something more ordinary, teachers
nowadays must do much fruitful thinking.

cially in chord playing and in soft passages.
arpeggios, and the Mason

Kren teachers of many years’ experience nse up and
run out of ideas for doing best work, while yonngand
inexperienced teachers experiment, teach as they were
taught, or follow some book or idea of which they have
read. The former drop into ruts, and the latter do not
follow any method long enough to find if it is good or
bod, but do find that they are not doing so good work
** *k*7 had hoped. The older teachers wake op to find
that methods have greatly changed for the better, that

sufficient men til grip of and did not become suffi¬
ciently convinced of the Value of many a vital point of

carefully printed editions in which the editorial wm
has been done by an authority of recognized standing.
Perhaps other reasons might be given, but I will simp ?
state two that now occur to me, and leave the reader to

are aoing a great deal of hard work tha
brings but small results because they are working fron

the lesson should be available for other uses.

the wrong side of the subject.

should not have to act as an editor at each lesson, no^

Technical and expres

the teacher’s and of the pupil’s time.

Every minnteo
A teac ^

sional advancement is not so much a matter of rnuscl
as o
ram. The fingers will not go beyond the idea

yet as the interpreter of some one’s foggy editing

that the brain contains, hence more attention must b
given to form in the pupil’s mind an ideal of what b

for the editing a teacher does than lor what is Proc ^

shonld do.

ble of doing good work in this line, he could not

When he knows what is to be done, and cai

recognize by hearing and feeling when it is well and coi
rectly d°ne, and, in addition, has also the knowledge o
J " " thV*8t wayof doing it, he will make mor
satisfactory advancement.

psychology and pedagogics have marked oat a new and
better path in which the leading teachers are out¬
running them. The younger teachers did not get a

Better no editing than too much.
There is no question in my mind as to the value o

supply others as they come to his mind.
The first is that such an edition saves a great dea o

Scales,

" Two finger Exercises,”

played with looes muerle*, will eventually bring a suffi¬
ciently correct hand position.

If used, it should be used with

hazy remarks.

The pupil will pay much more mon^

able in a good edition.

And even if the teacher *s c* ^

best in the hasty work of a lesson hour.
But if the teacher does this work and.it he a

^
_ .

could be required, he can not have or take the nfc
^
time to write out the analysis of the composition in' ^
or to put down the poetic idea and interpretation. ^
he must give these matters to the pupil verbal y.

-

When a person is satisfied with himself (

2OM;,V8 *eneral>y » P^f that others are (
fied with him.” There is nothing so fatal to pro
a smog self-satisfaction.
P

then, how much of it does the student retain an
away and put into practice ? Not twenty per feILrabIeSo the annotated edition seems to me to be p
■,
if the annotating is done by a master oj
English.

direct from Beethoven, through Czerny—which makes
t<**rhetitxky sums np a pupil's character in the first
Interview, and i* something of a wicked wasp in letting

it a fortunate thing indeed for piano-players in this age
that there is such a teacher.

MODERN PIANISM.

the result be known ; therefore some of the hatred he
meets with. And yet he is so perspicuous, so woDderfnlly clear and qnick, and, withal, so witty about his

BY E. IBENASUS STEVENSON.

At times the similes are for proper psychologic
interpretation, again for the finish, yet again for the

character dissections, that it ends by forming one of the
interests of bis school to watch the fate of this or that

physical aspect—by that I mean the rhythmic answer¬

Modeen pianism, under public circumstances, usually

newcomer.

ing of the heart and lnng motion to a swing that is
correct.

must accept a condition false to musical art, and on its

Very soon one realizes that his court is full

of intrigue, and that he is turned down to even as to a
king.

"Colorlees,” is his usual criticism to those who first
play for him, and the gist of bis teaching thereafter is

face absurd.

At least the pianism in many large cities

Taste, elegance, smoothness, poise, ease, distinctionall to him must speak in the attack as thoroughly as

all over the world, over and over again, must do this

through distinguished deportment in a drawing-room ;
and not the least of them does he leave unconsidered.

ing is in question.

when a player of great vogue and of audacious advertis¬
The pianoforte and the pianist are

obliged to accomplish their duty to a composer in one or
another huge hall, utterly antagonistic in its size to the

this : Imagine yonr pianist’s palette well stocked with

fine pianistic effects.

all pnasible color*,—accent (aggressive and subordinate),
rhythm (subtle and cast-iron), intensity (from pppp to

size and situation of which forbids any sense of inti¬

that 1 mean the very tallest extent of shading
of which a piano ia capable. Sound tbe piano first to
find its capabilities, then paint!

Let yonr piano be

CONCERTS IN ART GALLERIES.
The idea prevails that the best music appeals to
few only. This is an error.
It is not unnsnal t<

merely noisy effects, instead of those that are musical.

the Colonne or Lamoureux concerts in Paris attende

about thirty years into an instrument possessing a vol¬

the workingman in his blouse, apparently enjoying

means with which to express it.

beauties of the "Pastoral” Symphony.

In Italy

rnnst be played so as to tickle tbe palate of the humor¬

gallery gods are qnite as influential with their critii

ous, the sadness telling and conclusive, and so on ad

as the more aristocratic occupants of the orchestra ch;

iafinitum.
scious.

And tbe means taken mnst always be con¬

Hers I take the second beat a shade late, there

macy and easy attention during the recital; and the
player’s instrument is made a vehicle of superficial and

piano, and your forte be forte; know wbat effect yon
wlali to convey, and he sure you have tbe moet telling
Tbe wit in a piece

He plays before an audience the

Woe to the singer who deviates from the pitch or ,
not do justice to the vocal score.

An unmerciful 1

The pianoforte, it is true, has been developed within
ume of tone and an endurance of its mechanical action
that makes its notes triumphant, even amid the most
tumultuous orchestration of a Liszt concerto.
quisite temperament makes its
“ carry ” admirably.

Its ®x

more delicate voice

But the fact that we so must hear

the pianoforte or can hear it so decidedly does not al,er

I allow myself a delay of a fragment of a breath, and

and sometimes something even stronger, informs

come in with a shade of previousuem later.
Study
carefully yonr effects; even as a beautiful woman moves

unfortunate artist that he has failed to win the favo

and removes a soft rose from the shelter of one lock
to another to get the best effect, so mnst yon study

zermany, generally speaking, tbe tradespeople, as as those below them in the social scale, are equall

where the accent will moet enchant, where a hair’s
breadth of retardation will delight.

tamiliar with the scores of Beethoven and Mozar
With the quality of their favorite brew.

just now are apostles of a conservative, rather class'^

Why, then, must the beautiful scores of the e
masters remain a sealed book to the people at la,

heard in a drawing-room with delight, and they d° D°^

Throw the light on, however, away from the piano.

audience, and the criticism is generally correct,

Humiliate much as you take a walk, in the car, or in the

ro be sure, great efforts have been made to bring

parlor.
Determine tbe temperament of the piece, its
possibilities, tbe shade of mood or moods which it repre¬

highest forms ot music within the grasp of the peo

sent*.

with mus,eal education in public schools is receu
greater attention than heretofore; choral classes

Then go to the instrument, aiming to play every¬

thing correctly from the start; think of pe.hU, notes,

They have all been more or less successful.

Tobi

forming, and charitably inclined ladies and geutlen

much the unpleasant truth that really musical piauisni
as a “ school ” of playing has not the number ot repm
sentatives which it should have.

In a reaction from

sentimentalism and formal work they have been slight
away and are now undervalued.

Players of this so

pianism, one far from the dryly academic.

1 hey can

forget that the pianoforte must ever be kept a good
in its old character of a drawing room instrument, or i
becomes inartistic.

What is that?

“Ton cannot

play the pianoforte in a great hall ? ” Then more is
pity ! But why spoil a style and vitiate a public • ^
by accepting a big ball and 3000 auditors as goii cs
doing your artistic duty?—“ Independent.”

do a stupid thing.
out from it with no consciousness of slighted obliga¬
tions.
Precisely what I mean is this—and I get aronnd to
it always, irrespective of the subjects nnder considera¬
tion, which may seem to be only incidental to it: The
best in the student must be brought into close contact
with the best there is in music.

difficult in the estimation of the public also appear diffi¬

show their appreciation of these monthly talks by send

cult when yon render them, yonr technic is at fault, and

ing personal [letters.

yon have erred in attempting them.

These letters are replete witl

sufficiently well to command a price, yon must yourself

of thought, and special needs which aid me greatly it
selecting subjects for discussion.

pay the price a thousand times over in diligence.

It is all very well to

No one knows better than myself the hours of almos
hopeless discouragement which come to every eames

of exercises five hundred days rather than five days, and
being able to find an increase of pleasure and satisfac¬
tion with each succeeding day. It is the power to grasp
with certainty one’s own scattering indications of talent
and gift, and to whip them into line for consistent treat¬
ment, that marks the possible singer. The teacher can
not disavow responsibility for failure until he has made
the pnpil see, so far os he is capable, what is expected of
him, and why.

Once telling will not reach even bright

minds ; truths must be burned in, poured in, until they
become the burden of the subconscious mind.
there, the reiteration goes on forever.

Once

This is taking high ground for technical effort, yon
will say.

Yes, but is not the difficulty in our profession

just here? Hinging is naturally so pleasing, even in its in¬
artistic and only partially cultured condition, that many
meet with approval more than commensurate with their
expectations. This partially obscures a perspective that
should not be obscured for a moment.

It is for this

reason that the superficial stndents and ready-made
singers shonld be relegated to the rear or set apart by
themselves, definitely classified, while those who are
fall of purpose, imbued with the dignity and beauty of
their calling, should perfect, extend, and still further
elevate the standards of the classification to which they
beloDg ; the result being that the world and the pro¬
fession can not err in appraisal of their trne musical
character.
There is in music, underneath the glamour of effect
deep and sweet currents of truth which fully answer

If yon are to stag

suggestions, and give me glimpses into theirwork, modi

suggest tlie wisdom of doing this and that, but the sug¬
gestion mast be clinched by conviction that wisdom is
in the suggestion. It is this particular process applied
to pupils that results in theirsinging an important gronp

If passages which seem justly to he

Somk of my young readers have been kind enough t(

student of singing.

A

cultured artist has never been the result of a happy
accident.

They think—and these thought!

too frequently find expression in words—that “Well

SCIENCE AND THE VOCAL ART.

there is no use of fighting any longer. There is Miss So
and-So, who seems to he getting on famously, and I an

EDMUND J. MYER.

at a standstill; her teacher brings her out at nearh
every mnsicale he gives, in brilliant waltz songs ant
arias, while I am kept pegging away at scales, tones

(Concluded.)
Have you ever given

a thought to the following

solfeggio, and vocalizes, with only now and then a rodj

strangely unaccountable facts?

and never an appearance.”

arts, the sciences, nothing in the broad field of athletics

This, with endless varia

tions, constitutes the pet grievance of most of ns.

Thi

There is nothing in

*

grain of consolation, though a most unworthy one, ii

or physical culture, nothing in the wide world
#
requires physical development as does the art of singing,

that even the young woman whose teacher is brmg'inj

when taught, studied, and applied by direct on

her ont so assiduously is quite as unhappy as her less (?

manipulation of muscle, as is the so called artof sing1 g

fortunate friend, for the thorn in her flesh appears ir

In this respect the so-called art differs from all e se ^

the shape of some other person whom she is quite ai

sides. In this way they sing because they docer
things. In this way they compel by direct el or ^
phenomenon of voice—a direct violation of nature s a ^

nnhappy about because of real or fancied superiority.
If we reflect a moment we find that vocal study ii
not conducted like the first class in geography in th.

In this way the effort precedes the thought, ins

district school ; strictly, there is no competition in tin

the thought before the effort, as always shonld be t e

?rt’ f°r the.reason <hat no two conditions an
parallel. That which we have inherited constitutes on

In this way man is made a mere muscular mac

equipment; circumstances by which we are controlled
oar environment, and the demands of the art are th

instead of a living, emotional, thinking soul.
No man laughs because he shakes his sides ,

^

1S^ ^

obstacle which we are to meet and overcome, not be

shake because he langlis. No man yawns 'je<,UawnS
arches his throat; his throat arches because ie ^

cause of, but in spite of, equipment and environment

No man walks because he sets ont first oDe

ence our work and progress can in nowise be justlcorapared with the work and progress of another.
Oar business is strictly with our own fitting for am
fitness to appear as singers.

If the girl who is singin;

hnTwTh8! T aria8-in public while yon are J*
Le and ,

T * “ J°°r cl**.-tbat is, about yon

.age and began to study at the same time yon did -tlr
probabilities
,ba,
Wi,c J
“

a”o maSI

the other; a man’s feet go because he walks. ‘ ®
sings correctly because he locally does or compe - ^ ^
things ; hut certain things occur because be

m

acts aright; because he studies the art condition
allow or let them to occur naturally.
nang^'
Science is knowledge of facts coordinate ,
^
and systematized ; hence science is truth, ore
If not true, it is surely not science. Tbeobjec

jenC(

things should or should not lie. Let your pupil speak
each vowel, and then immediately sing a tone in the
middle voice in the same stress and with the same ease,
and any further necessity for worrying about the soft
palate will disappear. From this point on, the voice
should be developed naturally, not scientifically. The
roee unfolds; science describes the process, nature at¬
tends to the unfolding. It is a rude hand which bursts
the bad to hasten its bloom. While this comparison is
not apt,, one can gather from it my opinion of attempt¬
ing to cope with the physical forces which have to do
with tone-production before the tone is properly pro¬
duced.
*
* '• U.—1 au,l 2. Exercises for girls from twelve to eigh¬
teen should be selected from the following books ac.•ordmg to their capacity, compass, and receptivity •
bo!>kb°ke *ml PeirC*’ " V°iC* TrainiD« Exercises, ” first
M.irchesi, “Twenty Vocalises.”
Madame M.irchesi s book of “Beales and Arpeggios ”
Sieber’s “ Eight-Measure Exercises” for the different
voices.
Wieck’s first book.
LUtgen’s books for different voices.
Angener’s editions of Vaccai.
Nava’s “Elements.”
The question is not comprehensive enough for me to
give more than a general list of works adapted for be¬
ginners. The teacher should use extraordinary care in
treatment of voices between the ages of twelve and eigh¬
teen. rarely exceed mg the compaesof an octave, or anocUI® tTi
£ WTe in very lif?ht !,calw
arpeggios
t f 1 ?b°nld *n*w«‘r your question, physiologically
as to the difference between clear and somber tones, voti
hT™m Jrrth*»f* W,r .T,,e dirt»“««°n «honl<l never
r>« made with a female voice. In male voice* from n
for,rth i,ue.upw„rd,-alI voicesdiffering -Sproperly
placed would naturally begin to cover; someth it
aomher. The anthorities who state that a somber ton*
is clear, intend to convey the idea that the somber tl
t‘>|n<‘'
prop*rIy Pr«*nted. has the same
$fFeot a* th$ rfoar tone ; that is, it j«
}• *
A
so far forward that the disagreeable or dark
effect would be obviated. This^nestion is one thaTm^
go begging for a satisfactory answer in print or by mail*
1A alter.—Itead Clam Kathleen Rogers’ “The Phil
osophy of Singing,” Krehbiel’s <> h*
» i. . 1 hll‘
led to as sincere »„ appreciation of y„nr vo^ai wo h ™
of your instrumental.
J
al worh M

We have received so many letters about the prize
essay contest, and asking for an extension of the time
within which essays may be sent, that we have decided
to keep the contest open for one month more, closing it
finally April 1st. If any of onr readers have been pre¬
vented from preparing essays by lack of time, we would
suggest that they take advantage of this extension.
Those who have already sent in essays can send in more
if they wish, since there is no restriction as to the
number from any one competitor.
These contests have proven very popular, and have
greatly aided in stimulating the habit of clear and con¬
nected thinking on practical subjects connected with
music teaching. At the present time we have a large
nnmber of essays on hand that have been submitted
but we would be better pleased to have double the
nnmber, althongh the labor of examination is very
ardnous. The prizes offered are liberal, and should
prove an incentive to good work.

No mnsical work of recent years has met with so j
eral an acceptance as Landon’s “ Foundation Materia
The sales have been enormous, and are constants
creasing. It is a leading book in the freshness ol
pedagogical ideas, fully up to the truths recei
rought to public notice by psychologists in child sti:
The book, when used according to its clearly exprei
directions, keeps the child interested from the be
nmg, not allowing the usual break of a year or
when most pnpils are not able to make music of v
'
Th'8 110116 t>y tbe very easY progressioi
to difficulty of the selection, and by the selections b,
so eminently mnsical, each having a descriptive
1

tU'6’ 86111 tb« t^les and the music appea
Ch,Id thought and taste. The phrases of the selecti
are short and of positive and delightful content a
effect, and the pieces are all short. Thus an overtax
of attention is avoided, and the selections are so arrar
nd graded that a child can play them fast enougl

—of the best sort of music. The retail price of this vol¬
ume is $1.00. These offers, remember, are for the month
of March only, and cash must accompany the order.

The following is a list of the names of teachers of
Mason’s “Touch and Technic ” that have been received
since the appearance of the February issue. We will
continue these lists from time to time as names accumu¬
late. If you use Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” send
in yonr name, also the names of any teachers yon know
who are using the system :
Parlette, Mrs. Hattie D., Ohio Normal Univ., Ada,
Ohio.
Morse, Bertha, Lancaster, Wis.
Baugher, Miss A. K., Gettysburg, Pa.
Mooney, Mrs. C. A. R., Orlando, Fla.
Hynson, Anna L., Milford, Del.
Montgomery, Mrs. C. H., Lampasas, Texas.
Tait, Alice, Camden, Del.
Martin, Mrs. M. E., Barsdale, Cal.
Sisters of St. Joseph, Madison and Eaton Avenues,
Peoria, Ill.
Wyschetzki, Mrs. A., 225 Starr St., San Antonio, TexasBrown, Ophelia, Fredericksburg, Texas.
Strong, Claude E., Gerry, N. Y.
Morton, Mrs. L. V., Highland, Kan.
Shingleton, E. T., Belmont, W. Va.
Porter, May, Whitney Building, Detroit, Mich.
Ransom, Miss E., 270 Woodford Ave., Detroit, Mien-

A prominent teacher writes ns : “I am using Ij!,D
don’s ‘Sight Reading Album’ with great success*®
studies in phrasing—that is, I require the pupils to p *.T
the phrases expressively at sight, to give out each phr»s
■as an expression of a musical thought. They are grea •
interested in the work, and I find them improving ^ ^
great rapidity in general playing, from the express’®^
standpoint.” The author of the album writes us .
using the ‘Sight Reading Album’ with my own PnP‘ ’
I find that the short and clearly defined phrases o
selections meet the idea that was in my mind w ^
making them. They enable the pupil to play real nnj®
instead of merely the notes. The rhythmical idea

bers.

A nil course of lecture-musicalea Is being given at RandolphMacon Woman's College, Lynchburg, Va., C. W. London, director
of tha Department ef Music. During the past four years one hun¬
dred such rteUale have been given, the subjects on wtdeb addresses
were made covering ovary field of musical knowledge and culture.
A aacrrar. of manuscript songs by Mr. Leo Oehmler, of Plttsbsirg, a contributor to Tua Etuok, was given under the auspices of
the Bohemian Club of that city, February 9th.
Wa have received a booklet from Roberts Kent French, of Ann
Arbor, Mich..giving full particulars of her Correspondence Kinder¬
garten Training School.
Tub series of concerts at Hollins Institute, Hollins, Va., have
been very successful. Miss Edith L. Winn, a valued contributor to
Tub Brtroa, to one of the teachers In tha Institute.

“The Dictionary of Musical Terms,” by Clarke, is
the most complete work of its kind I have seen.
Grace Carpenter.

Your “ Harmony,” by Clarke, is the best I have ever
seen.

Mrs. F. W. Hewitt.

The introduction to Clarke’s “Harmony” is worth
the price of the book.
Florence G. Lewis.
“Harmony,” by Hugh A. Clarke, is well adapted to
self-instruction.
R. E. Gutterman.
I am very much pleased with Clarke’s “ Pronouncing
Dictionary of Musical Terms.”
Raymond Howe.
The “Ear Training,” by Mr. Heacox, is a little
treasure, and should prove a valuable adjunct to the
work of every live teacher.
S. B. Dungan

Notices for this column inserted at 8 cents a vrord for one Insertion,
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the
previous month to insure publication in the next number.

I

N

ADVANCE OF THE COMING PLANTING
season the Seedsmen and Nurserymen are now send¬
ing out their Spring Catalogues. One of the best of
tlie-e, and the coming of •which is a matter of great
interest to Gardeners all over the country, is Burpee s
Farm Annual, issued by W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Seed
Growers, Philadelphia, Pa. It is of convenient size,
finely illustrated, neatly printed, and full of interesting
information, as well as a price list of “ The Best Seeds
That Grow.” A request on a postal card will bring you
a copy by return mail.
_

M

ISS ELSA VON GRAVE, THE DISTINGUISHED

I have examined the copy of “Ear Training,” by
Heacox, and I think it a very valuable work. I will
take great pleasure in using it.
Mrs.

Mary Bennett.

I received the “ Sight Reading Album,” by Landon,
and am more than satisfied with it. I think it a great
aid in learning to read mnsic at sight.
H. R. Nash.

l thoroughly enjoy every
J1* *', 7® l
of Marne ” contains some of the
most irnthml and beaotifnl things ever said of the art
V “ ^fd"r“tIon in
»od I wonld not part with
the hook for ten time* it* price, if I roul.l not get
*n°,her-

E. F Beal?

Ora C. Rof
I enjoy reading The Etude very mneh, and
found a great many helpfnl hints about teaching.
Miss Belle Patriqui

On In Add!r0ra •|"tbora' 8ndeot
modern—Cicero
) ' *> Addison, janer, etc. There are 365 of these
,one
like a musical calendar. The

The Etude seems to improve with each number
it seems to me, is an absolute necessity to both tea’
and pupils.
Grace Carpknt!

i

‘o know
“Music
mu v,pn‘ blm

‘City and State,” Philadelphia.

Riemann’* “Encyclopedic Dictionary of Music” i*
a rertuble circle of musical knowledge
r„?
within the limit* of this one

M

usic-education—watch
column fob
announcement of Summer Normal Mnsic Scboo ,
conducted by Calvin B. Cady, Chicago, Ill.

O

RGANIST AND DIRECTOR DESIRES A
position.
Teacher of Piano, Organ, HarmonyEight years’ experience. N. E. Conservatory grad0*):*;
Piano and Organ Recitals.
Best references. K*cit
programs on application.
Address C. H. E., care
Etude.

Mr. Oates ha* prepared a book of extract* “In Praise
of Music," varying in length from one line to a page

I hope always to take The Etude.
I have
menced my fourteenth year.
Miss R. Crawfoi

^hv thr H
w6
‘h*‘ U, * re,uler wi8h«
"by tb*
'-e^*"hin*t0a GUdden thinks
move* the heart, one glance at the index will
on the mod to gratifying this ZSH

pianist of Ann Arbor, who plays the Mason <£
Hamlin piano exclusively, is to be the soloist at the
Third Detroit Symphony Orchestra concert, on Mmcd
14th next. Miss von Grave will play the Liszt No.
Concerto and the Caruaval by Schumann.

k7ci?e' to my mind, has no peer among per
cals for pianists.
H. H. Mooi

THFhaiTrr-!^n|teaChi^ f°r flVe years- and have *
beUer wDh
t.he entlre timeI think it g
better with each number.
Miss Grace V. Bu-

W
F

ANTED—POSITION

Ada E. Hoi

I am very mnch pleased with yonr editions.

Myron a. Bickfoi

AS ACCOMPANIST TO

M. P.,

care

of The

Etude.

or sale, cheap—one set (twenty-five
Numbers) of “Music of the Modem Wort
Josie Freeman, Box 1444, Le Mars, Iowa.

W

ANTED-A POSITION AS INSTRUCTOR^
piano (harmony if desired) in a school, by
experienced gentleman teacher, a conservatory grodns i
also a pnpil of a leading artist. Address F. H. F.,
Etude.

T?lk8 wlth Children ” should bein the h
every teacher and every pnpil.

Vocal Teacher.

W

.

ANTED-TO CORRESPOND WITH TEACHER’’
and employers. Have filled vacancies 19 ^ a
Operate in every State. Robertson’s Teachers’ AgeD v>
H. N. Robertson, Proprietor, Memphis, Tenn.

